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DTEX INSIDER RISK ASSESSMENT

WHY PERFORM A 30-DAY RISK ASSESSMENT?
UNDERSTAND YOUR ORGANIZATION

AUDIT EXISTING SECURITY

SUPPORT REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

The DTEX platform’s visibility and analytics allow you to understand where your data is living, 
how your users interact with it, and where and how it’s leaving the organization. You’ll also be 
able to get an understanding of how users behave both on and off the corporate network. This 
knowledge is invaluable when it comes to understanding your organization’s internal risk profile 
and prioritizing the PPTs to mitigate the actual risks.

Whether you’re just starting the journey or have an extensive security program that includes DLP, 
UBA and SIEM, you still have no way of knowing if these tools are failing. Worse, there is no way to 
identify what data is slipping through the cracks. An Insider Risk Assessment will show you where 
your security is lacking.

An Insider Risk Assessment will show you how your organization is either meeting or falling short 
of regulatory compliance. Enterprises in healthcare, financial services and other regulated 
industries across the globe use DTEX to ensure that they remain compliant.

DTEX has helped hundreds of 
enterprise organizations kick-start 
their Insider Risk Management 
program. Before making a 
considerable investment in the People,
Processes and Technologies (PPTs) 

that underpin the program, it’s best to 
first understand the actual Insider Risk 
Profile of the organization, from which 
an Auditing and Enforcement Program 
can be proposed and implemented to 
mitigate enterprise risk.
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WHAT WILL I RECEIVE?

WHAT DATA IS CAPTURED?

At the end of your Insider Risk Assessment, 
DTEX will present a findings report, including:

• A benchmark comparing your Insider Risk 
Profile against other peer organizations 

• A summary of each key finding by risky 
activity and threat severity level

• Details about the number of users 
engaging in each risky activity

• Details about the user population included 
in the assessment

The DTEX platform comes pre-installed with 
hundreds of patterns of known-risky behavior. 
It also baselines normal user behavior so, over 
time, it begins to automatically identify sudden, 
high-risk behavior changes. This combination 
of visibility and analytics allows DTEX to identify 
all types of Insider Threats: malicious users 
trying to steal data, credential thieves and 
negligent insiders who may inadvertently put 
your security at risk.

PRIVACY BY DESIGN

DTEX’s visibility doesn’t come at the expense 
of privacy. There are no screenshots, no videos  
and no keylogging – no invasive information that 
could breach employee privacy regulations. 
What’s more, DTEX collects its information 
in the form of metadata. This metadata goes 
through an optional anonymization process to 
strip out all identifying user information. As a 
result, DTEX is privacy compliant even under 
some of the strictest privacy laws in the world, 
including GDPR. 

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS

FIRST HOUR

FIRST DAY

TWO-WEEK
COLLECTION PERIOD

Expert DTEX analysts analyze 
your data as it is collected. At 
the end of the assessment, 
they will generate a report to 
summarize and prioritize the 
DTEX Platform’s findings in 
your organization.

INSIDER RISK 
ASSESSMENT REPORT

DTEX is installed
in the cloud.

The platform starts 
detecting high-risk 
user activity.

The platform gets better at 
identifying anomalies as it 
learns your user baselines.


